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I’m hoping everyone had a pleasant
summer. Thanks to all of our members
who attended the “Sixth Annual Korea
Defense Veterans” reunion. We had a
wonderful time sharing with other
comrades’ funny stories as well as sad
stories.

Happy Holidays
!!
Holidays!!
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A special thanks to our own Quartermaster, Dan McPharlin,
and his wonderful wife Micky for all their efforts in helping
organize this event. They both share that sincere desire to
serve our fellow veterans.
On another note, I want to share with everyone some recent
updates on disability rating of veterans. As of August 11th of
this year, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs has updated
the way it rates disabilities as well as evaluating infectious
diseases, immune disorders, and nutritional deficiencies.
This update takes into account the most recent medical
knowledge available to doctors and is intended to provide
veterans with more precise rating decisions.
It is my understanding that claims filed before August 11th
will be considered under the old system as well as the new
rating system and whichever method is best for the veteran,
that system will be used to determine the percentage of
disability they are eligible for. Claims filed after August
11th will be rated under the new system.
You can go on-line at www.va.gov and get more details.
Hang tough comrades and don’t forget to thank your fellow
vets for their service where ever you happen to meet them.



GARP

Your President,
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Custom Newsletter Service
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6th Annual Korea Defense Reunion
The 6th Annual Korea Defense (Cold War) Reunion was held this year in Pigeon Forge, TN from August 8th - 11th. Here are
some photos taken during the event and if you think that some of those faces look familiar you'd be right! The 7th IDA was
ably represented by President Billy Kelly, Secretary Joe Weitlisbach, Quartermaster Dan McPharlin as well as Members
Chris Murphy, Keith Farris, Roger Cook, Robert Smith and Russel Ruth.

Chris Stevens of the Smokey Mtn.
Military Vehicle Club provided this
truck for the 7ID guys to ride in.

But 7ID vets Don Sprinkle
(driving) and Tommy Mason
arrived in the “7ID Mustang".

I'll bet Dan McPharlin (rt) sold
Jesse Broglin that 7IDA shirt!

L to R around the lunch table - unidentified
7ID vet, Donna & Joe Weitlisbach, Roger
Larson, Mrs. Larson (?), and Dewey Fliner.
The Korea Defense vets pose with their significant others.

The 7ID Korea vets at the Reunion picnic posing
for a group photo.
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Oliver & Barbra Sellers with Evelyn & Billy Kelly.
Continued on page 35...
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How I Won The War!
By Richard L. Wessel
I reported for the draft on 15Oct51 in Milwaukee, WI and
was inducted into the Army on 21Oct52 at Ft. Sheridan, IL.
At the time, every 4th man standing in line was assigned to
the US Marine Corps, and most of them were sent directly to
Korea after 8 weeks of Basic training.
Instead, I remained with the Army and was sent to Camp
Chaffee, AR where I received my Basic Training, Advanced
Training on the 105mm artillery gun and, finally, 8 weeks of
Leadership School. The Army made a bit of a mistake at that
point and sent me to Ft. Benning, GA for Infantry OCS. That
didn’t work out, and I soon received orders to Korea as a
Private E-1.

Winter 2019
I was still only a PVT E-1, as all promotions had been frozen
because of budget problems. On 13Feb53 I finally made PVT
E-2, and was quickly promoted to PFC E-3 on 16Feb53.
There had been a staffing snafu and I was assigned the duties
of the Operations Sergeant, which got me a promotion to
Corporal on 23May53, and then another promotion to
Sergeant on 18Jun53.Finally, just before leaving Korea in
September, I was promoted to Sergeant First Class.
After another 12-day voyage, this time on the USNS Marine
Serpent, I arrived on the dock at Seattle, WA and then
proceeded to Camp Carson, CO for my separation on
28Sep53.

After a 12-day voyage aboard the SNS Gen. Daniel I. Sultan,
I arrived at Camp Drake, Japan on 21Nov52. I was then
assigned to CBR training for 2 weeks at Camp Gifu, Japan,
which was formerly a Japanese airfield.

The USNS Marine Serpent.
For my service I was awarded the Bronze Star, the Good
Conduct Medal, and the National Defense Service Medal,
the Korean Service Medal with 2 stars, and the United Nations
Service Medal.
Richard Wessel
1635 Swan Rd. #10
Depere, WI 54115
Tel: 920.339-3270

The SNS Gen. Daniel I. Sultan.
Next, I was issued a M-1 Garand rifle and sent to Korea assigned to the 7th Infantry Division. I arrived at Div HQ, in
Chunchon, on 21Dec52, at which time I exchanged my M-1
for a M-2 Carbine and was assigned to Hq. Battery, 48th
Field Artillery Bn.
At that time, the 7ID was in the process of replacing the 25th
Division on line, so we moved up on Christmas Eve and
took over from them on 25Dec52. The 48th FA supported the
32nd Infantry Regiment in their sector, which included Pork
Chop Hill and Old Baldy.



Interviewees Wanted!
I have started a veterans project where I interview
veterans from WWII and Korea. I was wondering if any
of your members from those actions would be open to
talking to me.
Thank you so much.
Zack Wolf
12934 Little Antietam Rd, Hagerstown MD 21742
(301) 992-5744
<zackwolf1997@gmail.com>
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Letters
I liked the article, “Deadly Oct’69
Ambush,” starting on p3 in the
Summer issue. I was there. I was
the light jeep driver, serving with
Co A, 1st Bn, 32nd Inf.

This is a photo of my grand-daughter,
MAJ Kelly Lanternier, and me taken
this year at the Memorial Day
observance in Lockport, NY. She is
a West Point graduate, and I’m one
proud grand-father!

Sp4 Gerald Coler
146 Akers Ave.
Akron OH 44312

I recently celebrated my 90th birthday.
A special challenge coin was made for
the occasion and I wanted to share it
with the members.

MAJ Lanternier and her grandfather,
Donald Lanternier

The challenge coin celebrating David Gray’s birthday.
I miss attending the 7IDA reunions.
David Gray, Jr.
618 Bickley St.
Colorado Springs, CO 809011

I served with the 7ID in the Korean War
and served with the Turkish Bde while
assigned to the 7th Signal Co, 17th Inf
Rgt..
I am now a retired New York state judge
and a long-time member of our
Association.

Sign in an Atlantic City, NJ barber shop:

Donald Lanternier
5972 Tonawanda Creek Rd.
Lockport, NY 14094

“Army
Army Haircuts Repaired.”
Repaired.
Nick Scutti, The American Legion Magazine, March 1943
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Seekers
I served with the 7th Division from Dec’53 to
Feb’55. I was assigned to Division Hq Co,
serving in the Defense Platoon/Honor Guard
for six months, and then re-assigned to AFAK
(Armed Forces to Korea) for the duration of
my time in Korea. I worked as a Draftsman and then as Chief
Draftsman while assigned to the AFAK.
The purpose of this letter is to request the assistance of The
Hourglass and the 7IDA Membership to determine if there
is anyone who can help me locate a friend I served with
during my tour of duty with AFAK.

I am a researcher for Japanese public TV, and am
looking for a veteran of the 32nd Infantry
Regiment who served on Okinawa during
WWII.
I am wondering if any of your members might have served in the
32nd Infantry Regiment on Okinawa. I’m really specifically
looking for members of Co E and/or Co G, 2nd Bn or
photographers belonging to the 3233rd Photo Unit in order to
solve a mystery about a photo that was taken on June 21, 1945.
I’m trying to confirm whether the caption on the back of the
photo is correct.

A few years ago I tried to locate him thru the American Legion
and VFW in Connecticut, but was unsuccessful. Because of
a stroke I suffered in 2012, I am only able to recall a very
few details about him. His last name is Fitzgerald (sp?)
and he was from the state of Connecticut. Unfortunately, that
is all I can remember.
Any information you can furnish to me, or the name of an
organization who could help me in my search, would be
greatly appreciated.
Jack LaDuke
7368 Pine Vista Drive
Brighton, MI 48116
810-229-7987

The caption on the back of this photo reads: “Caught in
the vortex of war, these civilians on Okinawa were hit
by a shell as they tried to escape through the front lines
in the 32nd Regt sector, 7ID. 6/21/45. Photo #OPA-4510621.” Photo: Signal Corps

My father, Romaine Sonnier, was a member of the 7th Division
in Korea. He joined the Army in 1951 and, after training, was
deployed to Korea. He was a member of a mortar crew. His
name was Romaine, but he may have gone by Ray or Raymond.
He was from Louisiana.

I know it’s rather a tall order. I’m looking for a photographer
named Bigelow who was taking photos in the area of the
32nd Regiment. Unfortunately, I don’t even have a first name
for Mr. Bigelow.

I was wondering if any of your members know of him? He
passed away several years ago.
Thank you.

ANY help would be very much appreciated.

Cheryl Sonnier Nolan
<clsnolan@yahoo.com>

Midori Yanagihara
<midorijon@erols.com>
.
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My Time In The 7th ID
By Harold Covault
I was drafted in May’53 and went on to serve in Korea
from Dec’53 until Mar’55. My first assignment was with
the 45th Div, which was rotated back stateside in Feb’54.
Initially I was transferred to the 81mm Mortar 4th Squad,
D Co., 1st Bn, 31st Inf, 7ID then later I went on to serve as
a wheeled vehicle mechanic with HQ Co.
While I was in Korea I was promoted to Corporal. When I
was drafted I had an 8-year commitment - 2 years active
and 6 years Reserves. I served my Reserve time at the
Lima Ordinance Depot and was discharged in Apr’61.
I hope you find these photos of my time in Korea interesting.

Stay Out! This area is mined.

Our 81mm mortar bunker on the DMZ.
A farmer and his ox in a rice paddy near Cp. Casey.

1st Bn, 31st Inf DMZ motor pool, 1954.
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Entrance to Cp. Casey, 1954.
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A “honey wagon” in downtown Seoul, 1954.
Harold Covault
4257 St. Rt. 589
Sidney, OH 45365
937.492-2872
<covault589@gmail.com>
During Basic Training, our drill
sergeant asked all Jewish personnel
to make themselves known. Six of us
tentatively raised our hands. Much
to our relief, we were given the day
off for Rosh Hashanah.

38th Parallel marker, 1954.

A few days later, in
anticipation of Yom
Kippur, the sergeant
again asked for all
Jewish personnel to
identify themselves.
This time, every
soldier raised his
hand.
“Only those who were Jewish last week
can be Jewish this week,” the sergeant
declared.
Allen Israel, Reader’s Digest’s “Humor in Uniform”

I dynamited this trench in the DMZ in 1954
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1/31 Inf Back FFrrom DMZ

Defending "The Z"

Stars and Stripes
(abridged), Jan’69
To most men serving in the 7th Inf Div,
last holiday season meant no duty with
plenty of rest and relaxation. To the
soldiers of the 1st Bn, 31st Inf, 7th Div,
the holidays were just days of trying to
stay alive.

exfiltration, and acts of
terrorism in their sector. The
1 st Bn soldiers worked in
conjunction with soldiers from
the 2nd Bn, 9th Inf, 2nd Inf
Div while at the DMZ. Living at Camp
Matta, the Polar Bears erected road signs
warning, “Beware. You are in the Polar
Bear’s Lair.” They also rebuilt 2 guard
posts and made improvements on other guard
posts.
“The
men
were
noticeably jumpy in
the first 2 weeks at
the line, but they
calmed down and did
an outstanding job,”
said 1LT Bruce
Petrie. The first
weeks were the
roughest, with North Korean activity
increasing to probe the new unit. They
began by sending 2 and 3-man infiltration
teams along the fence, which resulted in
1 exfiltrator being killed on 05Oct68.
Were the men happy about their return to
Camp Casey? That answer was written all
over the faces of the Polar Bears as
they rolled past Gate No.1. You bet they
were happy to be back – and happy they
accomplished their mission along the DMZ.
A Stars and
Stripes
article
about
a
23Nov84
shootout
between
US and N.
Korean
forces at
Panmunjom.

On 06Jan69, the Polar Bears returned to
their Camp Casey lair after spending 4
months at the DMZ. The soldiers of the
battalion had seen all of the holidays
going by with just one thought in mind:
they were getting short in their private
tour of hell.
The unit was commanded by LTC Francis
J. Bray. Their mission was to defend
against North Korean infiltration,
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New A
O Dates Announced
AO
With the signing of recent legislation,
the date for Korean service veterans
claiming to be suffering from the effects
of Agent Orange has been moved back to
01Sep67. Previously the covered exposure
period ended Apr’68 but is now 31Aug71.

In 1970 a Jeep with 3rd Bn, 32nd Inf, 7ID personnel
prepares to head out on patrol from Cp Matta
in the DMZ.

Agent Orange being used in Korea in 1968.
Cancers believed to be caused by contact
with Agent Orange:
Chronic B-cell leukemia
Hodgkin’s disease
Multiple myeloma
Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma
Prostate cancer
Respiratory cancers (including lung
cancer)
Soft tissue sarcomas (other than
osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, Kaposi’s
sarcoma, or mesothelioma)
Other illnesses believed to be caused by
contact with Agent Orange:
AL amyloidosis
Chloracne (or other types of acneiform
disease like it)
Diabetes mellitus type 2
Ischemic heart disease
Peripheral neuropathy, early onset
Porphyria cutanea tarda
The VA has delayed implementation until after
01Jan2020, but that does not affect the
coverage dates.



SGT Kenneth Marchlenski sitting in the driver’s seat
of a patrol Jeep at Cp Matta in 1970. Doubtful that the
officer manning the M-60 was the actual gunner.

Holmdahl Hill with the 7ID TOC 1970 - 71
Continued on page 28...
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The New Army Greens Uniform
By Meghann Myers, Army Times, 04Jan19
9.1K

Sergeant Major of the Army Dan Dailey and four
soldiers in the Army Greens prototypes show off the
new uniforms. Photo: US Army.
More than two years in the making, the Army announced on
Veterans Day that it would indeed be adopting a new service
uniform in 2019. It will feature a belted jacket, foldable
garrison cover and brown leather shoes in a gender-neutral
style with long ties and pants for both men and women.
Formerly known as the “pinks and greens,” the World War
II-era uniforms are the “inspiration” for the new uniform’s
design.
“The new Army Greens uniform represents our tradition and
history,” Sergeant Major of the Army Dan Dailey said. “It
serves as a connection of past generations of soldiers to those

working to secure America’s freedom today - our next
greatest generation of soldiers.”
Starting in 2019, the greens will see a soft roll-out, first
with recruiters. Then, in June, about 500 soldiers donned
the green and beige ensemble for a public event. The uniform
won’t be in full
production until 2020,
when soldiers will have
it custom measured
and shipped to their
homes directly after
reporting to their
first units of
assignment.
“The current Army
Blues Uniform will
Soldiers pose in the final
return to being a
prototypes of the proposed “pinks
formal dress uniform,
and greens” dress uniforms. A skirt
while the Army
and pumps would be optional for
Greens will become
women. Photo: US Army.
the
everyday
business-wear uniform for all soldiers.” Bottom of FormFor
the rest of the Army, the current Army Service Uniform’s
expiration date isn’t until 2028.

VFW Eligibility

3: Service in a war, campaign, or expedition
on foreign soil.

Obviously veterans of WWII and the Korean War
are eligible to join the Veterans of Foreign Wars
(VFW), but did you veterans of the Korean
Defense know you are also eligible?

This can be proven by any of the following:
♦An authorized campaign medal (Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal or Korea Defense
There are three qualifiers for membership in the
Service Medal)
VFW, as set out in their By-Laws. An
♦Receipt of Hostile Fire Pay or Imminent
The
badge
of
the
VFW.
individual must meet all three in order to become
Danger Pay (verified by a military pay statement)
a member. They are as follows:
♦Service in Korea for 30 consecutive or 60 non-consecutive
days
1: Citizenship – must be a U.S. citizen or U.S. National.
2: Honorable Service – must have served in the Armed
Forces of the United States and either received a discharge
of Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions)
or be currently serving.
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This information is usually found on our DD-214.
Find out more about the VFW at their web site: vfw.org.
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New Member List
Organization
Name

Address

City, State, ZIP

13th Engineer Battalion [C]
Reed, Harry E.
8833 Praire Trail

Avon, IN 46123

7th Military Police Co.
Caputo, Brian W.

Aurora, IL 60505

27 Breckenridge Dr.

Phone
(317) 272-4299

Co/Batt
E
HHC

Total New Members 2

Davy Crockett Tactical Nuke
Wikipedia, suggested by Dan McPharlin
The M-28 or M-29 Davy Crockett Weapon System was
the tactical nuclear recoilless gun for firing the M-388 nuclear
projectile that was deployed by the United States from 196171. It was one of the smallest nuclear weapon systems ever
built, with a yield between 10 and 20 tons TNT equivalent.
It was named after American folk hero, soldier, and
Congressman, Davy Crockett.
The complete round, including the 51 lb. warhead, weighed
76 lb., was 31” long with a diameter of 11” at its widest
point. The M-388 could be launched from either of two
launchers known as the Davy Crockett Weapon System(s):
the 4.7-inch (120 mm) M28, with a range of about 1.25 mi.,
or the 6.1-in (155 mm) M29, with a range of 2.5 mi. Both
weapons used the same projectile and were transported by
an armored personnel carrier, or they were carried by a Jeep.
The Jeep was equipped with an attached launcher, whereas
the armored personnel carrier’s was set up in the field on a
tripod away from the carrier.

The Davy Crockett tactical nuke that was in Korea
from 1959-60 until 1967.

Both recoilless guns proved to have poor accuracy in testing,
so the shell’s greatest effect would have been its extreme
radiation hazard. The M-388 would produce an almost
instantly lethal radiation dosage (in excess of 10,000 rem)
within 500 feet, and a probably fatal dose (around 600 rem)
within a quarter-mile. The weapon did not have an abort
function so, if fired, the warhead would explode.
A live warhead was tested on 17Jul62 in the Little Feller II
weapons effects test shot. This was the last atmospheric test
detonation at the Nevada Test Site.

Page 12
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From Your Treasurer

Operating Statement

I waited until the last minute to submit these notes because I
was hoping for additional membership renewals. The bad
news is that we are down to 242 members in good standing.
As of this writing, 156 members who paid up to June 2019
have not responded to the Summer Hourglass mailing label
notifying them that their dues are due. To those of you who
have not paid your dues – WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT! If
any of you who have paid your dues know of a Member who
has not paid their dues, please contact them and encourage
them to continue their support of the Association.

4/1/2019 through 9/30/2019 (Cash Basis)
INCOME
Donations
Booster Received:
25.00
Museum Plaque On Deposit 5,000.00
TOTAL Donations
$ 5,025.00
Dues Income
Dues:2015-17
33.00
Dues:2019-20
50.00
Dues:2019-21
5,750.00
TOTAL Dues Income
$ 5,833.00
Dues in Reserve
2,050.00
TOTAL Dues in Reserve
$ 2,050.00
Quartermaster Sales
454.00
TOTAL Income
$ 13,362.00
EXPENSES
Honorariums * See Note
Quartermaster
600.00
Treasurer
600.00
Hourglass Editor
600.00
TOTAL Honorariums
$ 1,800.00
Hourglass
Distribution
807.18
Production
4,924.00
TOTAL Hourglass
$ 5,731.18
Postage
Treasurer
14.35
Quartermaster
103.60
TOTAL Postage
$
117.95
Quartermaster:Inventory
146.19
TOTAL Expenses
$ 7,795.32
TOTAL OVERALL
+ $ 5,566.68
NET Worth as of 9/30/2019
ASSETS
Cash and Bank Accounts
B of A - 334009918020
20,902.93
Certificate of Deposit
1,505.44
Petty Cash - Quartermaster
300.00
TOTAL Cash and Bank Accounts
$ 22,708.37
TOTAL ASSETS
$ 22,708.37
LIABILITIES
Credit Cards
B of A Corp. Credit Card
21.28
TOTAL Credit Cards
$
21.28
TOTAL LIABILITIES
$
21.28
TOTAL OVERALL
$ 22,687.09
* Note: These Officers donated their Honorariums to
the plaque project.

I am sure you recognize that we cannot continue to put out
the biennial Hourglass in its present form without member
support. The per-edition cost is running approximately
$5,500.00. Our dues at the current membership level will
not support this cost. I do not believe we can ask for more
dues from the existing members.
Bottom line, it is possible that we should be thinking about
retiring the colors of the Association and consider what we
have done in the past to have been a great run. When I started
with the organization in 1996, we had 1,733 members. We
just added our 3,398th member to the roster but there are
only 242 of us who have paid dues for the 2019-21 dues
cycle. I will welcome any thoughts from the membership
regarding the difficulties the Association is facing. I, myself,
am approaching the time when I can no longer effectively do
the jobs I have been doing. Do we have a member out there
who is willing to pick up the job of Treasurer and Roster
Manager? If we do not, we are headed for troubled waters.
I am not full of nothing but bad news! The good news is that
we have collected $5,000.00 to make our goal for the plaque
honoring the Division at the new U.S. Army Museum. We
are fortunate that a member who had a windfall offered to
fill the gap between donations received and the goal. Thank
you to all those who donated. To those of you who haven’t
donated, there is time for you to add your support to this
worthy cause. The museum is almost completed on the
grounds of Fort Belvoir, VA and is scheduled to open on
June 4th, 2020.
A Happy Holiday Season to you all!
Doug Halbert

Treasurer & Roster Manager
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My Time In The 7th ID
By J. Steve Nodge
I was drafted in Oct’65 and went to Fort Leonard Wood for
basic training. On 01Jan66, I was sent to Fort Ord, CA for
advanced infantry training. At the beginning of March, I was
shipped out of Oakland, CA on the USNS Edwin D. Patrick.
The trip on the ship was quite an adventure. Each individual

took different shifts and shared a bed with 3 guys. We started
asking questions, like "What happened if someone died?"
They said once they were submerged that they stayed
submerged. If someone died, they kept them in the cooler.
When I found that food and bodies were kept in the cooler
together, I was glad that I was in the Army and not the Navy!
We overnighted in Pearl Harbor, where we dropped off around
200 soldiers and headed to Yokohama, Japan. We stayed there
overnight and 200 more soldiers were dropped off. The rest of
us left Yokohama but, before we got to Korea, there was a big
storm and we had to stay below decks. Water was coming over
the bow and many of the guys were sick. The storm ended. In
the following days, they woke us at 2am. They lined us up and
made us go to the mess hall. One of the men had fallen ill and
they thought he had spinal meningitis. We were stopped in
the middle of the ocean and medicine was flown in on a
helicopter. They threatened to quarantine us on the ship for
30 days. That didn’t go over well, and luckily he did not
have spinal meningitis.

The USNS Edwin D. Patrick.
was assigned a compartment with water tight doors. The
compartment had cloth hammocks. They were 3-4 high. It
was a tight fit. Each morning they would call your
compartment to go eat. Those who did not have a duty had to
go to the top deck to hang out, because each compartment
had to be cleaned. We would read books, talk and shine our
shoes. I showered in Hawaii, Japan and maybe one other
time in the 19 days, because our duffels were so hard to find.
It was hard to dig out our clothes. There was a compartment
used as a rec room, but the only thing in there were card
tables. They also had a daily movie. It was a smoke filled
room and not much room to sit, so many stood around. The
conditions were far from ideal.
We learned that we could get a 6-hour pass either in Hawaii
or Japan. I chose Pearl Harbor. Three guys and I went to a
PX where we could buy snacks. We enjoyed a couple beers,
a burger and fries. Then, we walked around killing time. We
headed out on a pier and saw a submarine that was docked
for an engine repair. There was a sailor standing guard. We
stopped and the guard noticed our uniforms and asked if we
wanted to take a tour of the sub. We climbed down in the sub
with the captain. I was shocked at the size. We had to duck to
walk through the water tight doors. The captain told us that a
full crew was 120 men, but the sub only had 40 beds. They
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Noldge’s The Domain Of The Golden Dragon
certificate, an unofficial United States Navy award given
to crew members of ships who cross the International
Date Line.
We proceeded on to Pusan where we got off the ship and
boarded a troop train for Camp Casey. It took us all day and
night. At times we had to pull off on the siding to let passenger
trains pass. There were papa-son people who would come
Continued on page 34...
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ASSISTANT #2
The choice I made earlier for my first assistant didn’t work
out. My second assistant didn’t work out too well either.

How I Won The War!
Part 5
By Chunky Sims
MY DAD’S RING
I was “bathing” out of my helmet and
had taken off a ring my Dad had given
me when I was on my way overseas and
placed it on a flat rock where I was
washing. Some guys came by on their
way to chow so I joined them - leaving
the ring. As I remember, we only got
one artillery round in our camp. It came
in while we were in the chow line - a white phosphorous
round that hit near my tent. It set the grass on fire so some of
the men put the fire out. All the tents and gear were okay. I
went back to get my ring, but it was gone - I never found it.
F- 86’s and CORSAIRS
The area where we were was used as a reinforcement for
the main line. Maybe every second or third day we sent about
40 or 50 men up to the MLR (main line of resistance). I took
them up three different times. We had one area that was
exposed to the enemy lines, maybe about a hundred yards
away. In the morning, artillery would lay down smoke to
conceal us, but in the evening, they didn’t because it was too
close to dark and we weren’t as visible.

An F-86 Sabre and a F4U Corsair
flying over Korea.
One day, when we were on the MLR, they called in an
airstrike - six Air Force F-86 jets that dropped a couple
bombs on the enemy lines and started strafing them, from
maybe 200’ high. The next time I was on the MLR, they
called another airstrike - this time the Navy came with six F4U Corsairs (probably the last propeller planes used in
combat). They came down to what looked like about 6’ off
the ground, but maybe it was 20’. Whatever - it was something
to see! I still have a great respect for the Navy.



The last evening, as we came back to our area, I had the men
in two groups - keeping them about 30-40 yards apart in
case we got incoming artillery. I had the first group and my
assistant was leading the second group. As I was just clearing
the open area, I saw four men at an old shack nearby. I
couldn’t tell who they were, so I grabbed one of my men and
told the rest, including my assistant and his men, to go on to
camp. Right then, an artillery round hit, a good 50 or 60
yards short of the road, so I didn’t think much about it.
I went ahead and checked on the guys at the old shack. They
were our guys, just exploring. I turned back to the road and
saw my second group had run into the trees and were cowered
down. I went toward them, yelling and waving for them to
come on across. I had to go back and lead them across myself.
If the four guys I spotted at the old shack had been Chinese
observers, I would have lost about 25 men because they could
adjust fire from the one round via radio and zeroed in. I lost
all confidence in my assistant.
My DD214 form lists two campaign stars (Battle Stars) for
my Korean service - one was for Pork Chop Hill, and the
second was for this engagement. I’m not too proud of this
“battle,” but it happened.
THE LOST KOREAN PATROL
While we were still in the blocking area, one night, after
dark, they brought trucks in and loaded my platoon onto them
and headed for the MLR. It didn’t take long. The units on
line had called for reinforcements because they had some
movements below them in the edge of their area. We went
into the trenches and joined up with the unit already there. I
put a couple guys on a 30-caliber, air-cooled machine gun
and told them if they had to fire, to do it in short bursts or it
would get so hot that it would warp the barrel and make it
useless.
I had an M-2 carbine with a 30-round clip and found a
position with a good view. Some flares went off, but didn’t
show us much. Then our artillery fired a couple of real bright
flares, which lit the area up real good. We saw a group of
Continued on page 32...
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"Long Daze at Long Binh"
This is a book for all those who enjoyed the
M*A*S*H movie and continue to watch the oft
repeated tv version.
"Long Daze at
Long Binh" was
recently published
by two Vietnam
medics about their
experiences with
the 24th Evac
Hospital.
This humorous
memoir has been
getting excellent
reviews.

The HHC, 3rd Bn, 32nd Inf, 7ID 4.2” mortar platoon
at Cp Hovey in 1967.

Two soldiers who served with the 7ID proudly show
off their "colors."

The HQ building of the 2nd Bde, 7th Inf Div in Feb’70
at Camp Hovey, ROK.
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QM's Corner

After soliciting funds from the membership in the Sum’19 issue
(p7), the 7ID Unit Tribute plaque to be placed at the National
Museum of the US Army at Ft. Belvoir, VA has been funded! A
big “Thank
you!” goes out
to all those who
contributed.

In the previous issue of The Hourglass, our Association
President asked for members to prepay future dues in order
to extend the time that the 7th Infantry Division Association
will stay active. I was able to pay up until 2027 and one of
the governors has also prepaid six dues cycles in advance
so let us make this the new normal if possible.
I was able to set up a Quartermaster table at the Korea
Defense Veterans reunion in Pigeon Forge, TN and $80 worth
of merchandise was sold there to the thirteen 7th Infantry
Division veterans in attendance. A great time was had by all
and I learned of 7th Division camps in Korea that I never
knew existed. The President and I brought some excess
Hourglass newsletters for distribution to non-Association
veterans as a means to increasing membership.

As
noted
below,
the
museum
is
slated to open
04Jun20.

All of our medium black t-shirts that were on special are
gone now, but the large black shirts are still $15 which
includes postage. Our XL and 2XL sizes are still $20, which
includes postage. Wear one with pride since the division is
still active in the USA and Afghanistan.

The
proposed
plaque,
subject to
final approval
by the
Museum.

We had 17 orders from April 2019 to August28 so keep them
coming. Please include your phone number on the mail in
orders that are paid with check. With the PayPal internet
orders I will contact you using your email if I have questions
about the order.
We are not set up to take credit card orders over the phone
and, as always, leave me a phone message about your
questions and I will call you back. I live in the Pacific time
zone,which is three hours behind the Eastern Time Zone.
Dan McPharlin

Quartermaster
102 Danvers Court
Oakley, CA 94561-5047
Tel: (925) 308-4337
eMail: <qm@7ida.us>
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The Quartermaster’s Store
http://7ida.us/

Hat Pins

Lapel Pin

Car Window Decal

Dog Tag Key Ring

$5.00 each

$7.00 each

$3.50 each

$9.00 each

2¾" diameter.

Order of the Bayonet Pin
$9.00 each

7 IDA Tie Bar
th

Unit Pins

$9.00 each

The authorized 7th ID unit
pins. One for each epaulet. Round Key
$9.00 each
$7.00 each

Ring

Crests $7.00 each
17th Infantry Regiment

31st Infantry Regiment

32nd Infantry Regiment

Military Belt
Black web belt with brass
military 7th Inf. Div. belt buckle.
$15.00 each

7th IDA License Plate Holder

7th IDA Bumper Sticker

Pricing
1 .......... $ 7.00
2 .......... $ 11.00
3 .......... $15.00
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$3.00 each

4 .......... $19.00
5 .......... $23.00
6 .......... $27.00
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7th IDA Patch

Hourglass Patch

Caps

$5.00 each

$6.50 each

The official Association “bill
cap”, one size fits all. Available
in red, black or white. Give
color preferences in order.
$14.00 $10.00 each

7th ID Historical CDs
In Adobe Reader PDF format.
$9.00 each

7th ID Hourglass” cap, one
size fits all. Black only.
$14.00 each

1952 Yearbook
History of the 7th Div in Korea, Published by the 7ID Public Information Office with
photos by the 7th Signal Co. and
the US Army Signal Corps.

7th IDA Challenge Coin
1¾” diameter, weighs 1.3 ounces. Obverse is red, white and
black enamel w/clear epoxy coating. Reverse is red, black
and bronze.
$10.00 each

1954 Yearbook
300 pages of photos and text
originally printed by Division
Command.

7th IDA Souvenir Brass Coin
7th Inf. Div. (light), 1980’s & 90’s, 1½" diameter.

Association Publications
"The Hourglass" 1946 - 2011
plus Yearbooks for 1974, 1977,
1981, 1985, 1991 & 1995.

$3.00 each

7th IDA T-shirts

Packing & shipping included. State color & size choices.
Make check for the total cost of your order payable to:

Black only.
XL, 2XL $20.00 each
L $20.00 $15.00 each

“7th Infantry Division Association”
and mail your order to:
7th Infantry Division Association
Dan McPharlin, Quartermaster
102 Danvers Court
Oakley, CA 94561-5047
Tel: (925) 308-4337
<qm@7ida.us>

While they last, gray
T-shirts, M only
$5.00 each
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CG’s Farewell Address
Greetings, as we head into the fall
in the Pacific Northwest, I want to
provide you a brief and final update
as the Commanding General of the
7th Infantry Division. First, it has
been an absolute honor and
privilege to lead such a fine team
of soldiers and families. Every day,
I’m astonished at the things they
accomplish and lasting impacts
made to enable our Army to be
MG Willard Burleson ready. Their efforts do not go
CG 7ID
unnoticed. I will have relinquished
command by the time this is published, but I wanted to inform
all Bayonets, past and present, of my admiration and pride in
leading such an historic Division.
As always, the Division has been busy since the start of the year
performing missions all over the world and strengthening
relationships abroad. The core function of what our soldiers do
is build and sustain readiness across our formations focusing on
lethality, partnering with our allies to build capability, and
developing leaders across the board to ensure our Army stays
the best in the world.

Our aviation brigade continues to support multiple missions,
most recently during exercise Talisman Sabre where they
partnered and trained with our Australian and New Zealand
counterparts.
In addition to providing outstanding support to our Stryker
brigades, our Division artillery served as the Multi Domain Task
Force for a joint exercise with the Marines and the Australian
Army.
Our Washington Army Nat’l Guard partners in the 81st Stryker
Bde conducted a successful warfighter exercise, also at The
Yakima Training Center, in preparation for their upcoming rotation
to the National Training Center.
Finally, Bayonet soldiers from across the Division competed in
all major Army sport and skill competitions, and placed 2nd overall
in this year’s Army combatives tournament.
These are just a few examples of how the 7th Infantry Division
achieves and maintains our number one priority of readiness.
Again, it has been an honor and privilege to serve with the fine
soldiers and civilians of the 7th Infantry Division, Joint Base
Lewis-McChord and America’s First Corps.
Trust In Me!

We are still operating in very uncertain times and it is absolutely
critical we stay ready and look after one another.

MG Willard Burleson III
7 Infantry Division Commander
th

I’d like to highlight a few critical missions Bayonet soldiers
successfully supported so far this year. Soldiers from Task Force
Regulars, 5-20th Inf Bn, supported Pacific Pathways, a strategic
operation with our allies in the Philippines, Thailand and Palau.
We had a brigade participate in an Army-wide initiative called
Joint Warfighter Assessment, which showcased emerging and
future technologies. Our soldiers were able to utilize and train
with this technology during Bayonet Focus, located at the Yakima
Training Center.
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Editor’s note: The new CG, MG Xavier Brunson, will
be introduced in the next Hourglass.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
Going, Going, Gone…

In the 1990s demolition of the blocks in
the cantonment area began until D Block
was the last surviving zone. The last use
for the buildings was from Nov 2014 to
Feb 2015 when hundreds of soldiers
returning from missions in West Africa
were quarantined there under
observation for signs of the Ebola virus.

By Lauren Finnegan, JBLM Garrison Public
Affairs, 08May19
193 wooden buildings on JBLM North
have remained mostly untouched
throughout their 78 years. Now, 73 years
after outlasting their projected lifespan
of five years, the buildings known as D
Block were demolished this year.
Demolition started 06May and was
slated to be complete in November.
A typical barracks building in 1941
ready to house a platoon of trainees.

Part of D Block in 2015 in front of
one of the new, modern, barracks
buildings visible behind at left.
Originally built in only 90 days in 1941
by the Sound Bay Construction Company
and Peter Kiewit & Sons Co. for $7
million, D Block was part of a 1,000building cantonment that became a
housing area for over 200,000 soldiers
training for World War II. The buildings
weren’t only barracks, but mess halls,
post exchanges, chapels, libraries and
theaters. D Block, was one of 5 blocks
originally built and was the last one that
remained.
During the Korean War, the 57 th
Independent Fld Sqdn, Royal Canadian
Engrs were housed there, and eventually
it replaced Seattle’s Fort Lawton as the
Pacific Reception Station for incoming
troops. The station continued to operate
well after the war. During the Vietnam
War the area was also used as the 6th
Army NCO Academy and as an Army

Privacy was not a concern back when
the buildings were erected. This was
typical of toilet facilities throughout
the military back then.

A recent view of D Block as a
construction worker removes a
window in Bldg D0633.
Photo: Jeannie Dimico
Training Center. Notably, Jerry Piller,
Editor of The Hourglass commanded a
Basic Training company there in 1969. In this 1961 view you can see troops
marching on the roads.
It then remained empty until 1975 when “For construction that was supposed to
“Operation Babylift” brought be ‘for the duration’ (meaning World
Vietnamese and Cambodian orphans to War II), the Army has certainly gotten
adoption agencies in the area. In 1976, its money out of these buildings,” said
the buildings became a training center Dan Patterson, a retired Army COL and
for the Reserve and National Guard. director of Bde Opns, 8th Bde Hqs, U.S.
Even the College ROTC program Army Cadet Command. “They were used
housed soldiers there each summer for by so many units for so many functions,
their Leader Development Assessment and I think that’s why ‘old-timers’ look
Course until 2014.
fondly upon them.”
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
TBI Assessment &
Treatment
By Suzanne Ovel (Regional Health Command
Pacific), 14Mar19, US Army website

One of the ways to better treat TBIs is to get patients
to specialists faster. Historically, TBI specialty
clinics cared for patients living with the chronic
effects of TBI, possibly after months of related
symptoms. Now, if a patient experiences an
uncomplicated TBI yet is not improving seven days later,
they are referred to TBI specialists who, in turn, are
committed to seeing patients within seven days of the referral.

Frontline medics and providers delved into the military’s
latest paradigm shift of traumatic brain injury assessment
and treatment on 07Mar19 at the Warfighter Brain Health
Training Symposium at Madigan Army Medical Center, Another study presented by Dr. Jesse Fann, a professor of
JBLM.
Researchers
psychiatry and behavior
presenting at the symposium
sciences and adjunct
emphasized the key role of
professor of rehabilitation
medics in early detection
medicine and epidemiology
and treatment of TBIs as
at the University of
being influential in the longWashington, found a longterm health of service
term increased risk of
members. Current research
dementia for people with
is developing evidence that
TBIs. “The impact of a TBI
the long-term symptoms of
is higher when you have a
mild TBIs, or concussions,
TBI earlier in life,” said
may be more prevalent than
Fann.
previously thought.
A head wound, with possible TBI implications, is treated in While the symposium
“The need for training this a field exercise. Photo: SSG Carol Lehman.
included long-term potential
year is greater than most years because just about every effects of TBIs, it also offered medical providers tools that
standard system that we use in our assessment and they can use now to better assess TBIs with the hope that
management of TBI is being overhauled based on the latest better detection leads to better treatment. Others learned that
state of the science,” said MAJ Joseph Kamerath
just because TBI assessment tools may be easy
M.D., the director of the TBI and Intrepid Spirit
to use, other factors may serve as barriers to
Center at Madigan.
screening. In fact, underreporting mild TBIs
occurs in the field because [soldiers]
Although years past the height of the wars in
sometimes don’t want to be taken off their
Iraq and Afghanistan, TBIs are still a substantial
teams, even temporarily, for medical
issue affecting readiness, with nearly 18,000
observation or treatment. The key is, in part,
new TBI diagnoses in the Department of Defense Combat Medic's Badge greater education of the troops on TBIs, to
in 2017. “We used to say 85 percent are going to be fine; 85 include awareness that earlier reporting can lead to faster
percent of mild TBIs are (going to be) 100 percent better,” improvement of symptoms and earlier return to duty.
said Kamerath. However, he said researchers are now finding
that a certain percent of that 85 percent are experiencing more
subtle symptoms, such as changes in vision, headaches, sleep
and concentration.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
Bayonet Focus Airlift

The Flu Season is Coming Be Ready

Sara Morris, WA Nat’l Guard, 22Apr19,
army.mil website

By MAJ Deborah J. Oldfield, MPAS, APA-C,
7th Infantry Division

Standing behind the massive tail wing of the Boeing
C-17 Globemaster III, CSM Alfonso Cadena can only
say one thing, “If I had to do it all over again, I would think
about the Air Force - this is impressive! Flying places seems
much easier.”
Cadena and leadership from 3rd
Bn, 161st Inf took time April 4
to observe as Stryker Fighting
Vehicles from Attack Company
loaded into the massive plane
on Joint Base Lewis-McChord
before departing for Grant
County Airport, in Moses Lake,
WA, enroute to the Bn’s weeklong training exercise at the
Yakima Training Center.

None of us have time to spend sneezing, coughing, and
suffering in bed with a fever and respiratory symptoms for
weeks at a time. However, flu season approaches, and it’s
time to prepare. The Center for Disease Control recommends
all adults receive the Influenza vaccine annually as a best
practice for flu prevention. Anyone over the age of 6 months
old is eligible to receive it.

Loading the nearly 19-ton, 22foot long Strykers though was A Stryker vehicle heads
into
a
C-17
just the start, getting two in the up
aircraft, strapped down safely Globemaster III.
for takeoff and landing took Photo: MAJ Joseph
work and a lot of expertise. Siemandel, WA National
Crew from the 62nd Airlift Wing Guard.
from McChord Field provided the expertise showing the
infantrymen the right way to secure the load.

The vaccine should already be available across the country,
with priority given to those most at-risk. They include those
in intensive care and those with compromised respiratory .
young children, asthmatics, those with heart disease or a
history of stroke and children with neurologic conditions.

A Stryker from
Attack Co, 3rd
Bn, 161 st Inf
Regt is being
loaded into a C17 Globemaster
III operated by
the 62 nd Airlift
Wing at Gray
Army Airfield,
JBLM 04Apr19.

In the unfortunate circumstance of complications caused by
the vaccine and an existing medical condition, please ensure
to remain vigilant. Avoiding sick people, and using cough
and sneeze etiquette, along with handwashing are of the utmost
importance. Seek care immediately in the case of a fever
and symptoms of an upper respiratory illness. Antiviral drugs
can be prescribed in appropriate cases to limit the duration
of illness.

Photo: MAJ Joseph Siemandel, WA National Guard.



Make no mistake, influenza is a life-threatening illness and
must be taken seriously.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
JWA 2019 And BAYONET
FOCUS

2nd Stryker Bde Troops
Deploy by Rail

By Bob Morrison, Article and Photos: JointForces.com, 02May19

SGT Ryan Barwick,
Photos: SGT Barwick, Army.mil website

Joint Warfighting Assessment (JWA 2019) is the US Army’s
premier modernization and interoperability exercise and the
Army’s annual live experimentation venue for Multi-Domain
Operations. At the Yakima Training Center, about 100 miles
east of Seattle, soldiers from the 2nd Bde, 2nd Inf Div, 7th Inf
Div assessed almost 30 concepts and capabilities in a tough
and realistic operational environment (BAYONET FOCUS).
A remotely
controlled
Humvee
moves
forward to
lay down
suppressive
fire during a
breaching
operation.

Between 05-16Aug19, soldiers from 2nd Stryker Bde
Combat Team, 2ID, 7ID, loaded their Strykers and
equipment for rail movement in preparation for a monthlong training event at the National Training Center at Fort
Irwin, CA.
Over 1,000 pieces of the Bde’s equipment to, include Strykers,
fire platforms, and combat support equipment, were processed
for transport and loaded onto trains in the 2-week time period.

2nd Stryker Bde Combat Team troops ground-guide and
secure Strykers onto railcars at JBLM, WA.

A Polaris MRZR-X being remotely operated lays
down smoke to cover a breaching operation.
During our day with 2-2 Stryker Brigade Combat Team and
their OpFor (opposition forces) adversaries we were briefed
on both the Sensor Enable Scout Platoon (SESP) and Remote
Breach Clearing capabilities. We also discussed various Next
Generation Combat Vehicle-Unmanned Systems projects with
Subject Matter Experts from the Joint Modernization
Command.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
Stryker Troops Trained
With Filipino BCT

advantage of bird calls and bamboo sticks for silent
coordination, according to SFC James Howard.
“They’re like a Swiss Army Knife,” he said of the
Filipino combat veterans. They are very resourceful
with how they fight and how they communicate.”
The training culminated in a large-scale, complex livefire exercise.

By Kyle Rempfer, ArmyTimes, 25Jul19
US and Filipino soldiers trained together earlier this year
before the 1st Filipino Bde Combat Team deployed to fight
ISIS-aligned Abu Sayyaf militants.
The training for US soldiers from the 1-2 Stryker Bde Combat
Team included stealthy movements through the jungle,
alternating between working in Stryker vehicles to living
out of ruck sacks and learning how to move a logistics train
across an austere Pacific island.
For the Filipino troops, the training was an opportunity to
field test combined arms maneuvers for the Philippine Army’s
1st Brigade Combat Team, a new unit formed in December,
before their deployment.
During the 3-month training mission, the Filipino troops were
alerted that they would soon deploy to their nation’s turbulent
southern province of Sulu.

U.S. soldiers from 1-2 Stryker Brigade Combat Team,
7th Infantry Division, train with Filipino troops during
Pacific Pathways 19. Army Times photo.

LTC Douglas Graham, a Bn CO with the 1-2 Stryker BCT,
related, “Most of their formation had never trained
significantly on machine guns and we had a young staff
sergeant who I think trained the majority of three battalions
worth of Filipino machine gun teams. That was just
incredible. That same model held with our engineers who
were teaching EOD and breaching, driver’s training and
really any aspect you can imagine.”
When the Americans were on the ground with them for three
months, the two partner forces rehearsed combined arms
maneuvers utilizing their infantry, armored vehicles and fires
support. The two partner nations conducted various offensive
and defensive training iterations, circumventing hot and humid
daytime operations by moving almost exclusively at night
and practicing assaults in the early morning hours when the
enemy’s vision would be degraded.

Filipino troops received notice during their training
mission that they were being tapped to deploy to Sulu
province to fight Islamist militants. Army Times photo.

US troops received a master class in moving through jungle
terrain, utilizing locals as early warning systems and taking

For the Filipino BCT, the training blended into what has
become a months-long offensive against remnants of the Abu
Sayyaf in Sulu by the Philippine Army.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
Soldiers Train in Jungle
Survival

A team of soldiers from 5-20th Inf and the Royal
Thai Army conduct military operations in urban
terrain (MOUT) training for Cobra Gold 2019,
13Feb19. Photo: SGT Alvin Reeves.

By SSG Samuel Northrup, 18Feb19,
US Army website
Soldiers of the 5th Bn, 20th Inf Rgt, 1st Stryker BCT, 2nd Inf
Div, 7th Inf Div and the Royal Thai Army (RTA) learned
jungle survival skills, basic rifle marksmanship and room
clearing procedures 13Feb19, at Camp Barommatrailokkanat,
Thailand during Exercise Cobra Gold, the largest Theater
Security Cooperation Exercise in the Indo-Pacific

Royal Thai Army soldiers demonstrate room clearing
in urban terrain (MOUT) training.
Photo: SGT Alvin Reeves.
Royal Thai Armed Forces Master Sgt. 1 st Class
Saengchai Seeuthai, left, explains how to eat a scorpion
to US soldiers of B Co, 5- 20th Inf.
Photo: CPL Robert G. Gavaldon.

At Camp Barommatrailokkanat a Royal Thai
Army soldier fires his weapon during basic
rifle marksmanship.
Photo: SSG Samuel Northrup.
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Today
’s 7ID
oday’s
Robots Perform in US Army
Exercise

On 07May19, GEN Mike Murray, the head of Army
Futures Command (AFC), and a robotics engineer
from the Univ. of Texas visited the Yakima Training
Center to check out progress made by the 2nd Bn,
3rd Inf Rgt, 1st Bde, 2nd Inf Div, 7th Inf Div Stryker
Brigade Combat Team, led by LTC Jonathan
Fursman, in assessing robotic breach capabilities as part of
Bayonet Focus and the Joint Warfighting Assessment 2019.
JWA is an annual exercise meant for experimentation of new
and emerging concepts and capabilities.

By Jen Judson, Article and Photos:
Defense News website,10May19
The US Army concluded an elaborate exercise at the Yakima
Training Center in Washington state to identify the ability for
robots to take on dangerous and dirty work in battle.

“We never, ever want to send another soldier into a breach,
so how do we do this completely autonomously?” Murray
asked.

A robotic assault breacher vehicle cleared mines during
a combined arms breach exercise at Yakima Training
Center in Washington state on 07May.
Two assault breacher vehicles were used in the demonstration. One cleared mines, creating a path for the
second ABV with the capability to fill in tank trenches.
The AFC is less than a year old, and its mission is to rapidly
modernize the Army with a focus on six priorities: longrange precision fires; the next-generation combat vehicle
(NGCV); future vertical lift; the network; air and missile
defense; and soldier lethality.
Within the NGCV portfolio, the Army will evaluate and
prototype robotic combat vehicles to figure out the utility of
robots and how they can best be used on the battlefield, which
means understanding shortcomings and advantages of the
technology. “It’s not necessarily the hardware, it’s about the
employment of robotics and the human-robotics interfaces
Continued on page 31...

A CBRN reconnaissance vehicle and quadcopter used
in the Army’s combined arms breach exercise at Yakima
Training Center on 07May.
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GP TTurner
urner Dedicat
ed
Dedicated

in 1969, members of his unit dedicate GP Turner in
the DMZ to the memory of PFC David L. Turner who
was killed 23Oct68. Turner served with Co B, 2nd Bn,
38th Inf, 2ID. This GP was the westernmost of the 3
GPs in the 7ID’s area of responsibility in 1970-71.

Stars & Stripes 25Apr68
Members of a squad from Co B, 2nd Bn, 38th
Inf, of which the late PFC David I. Turner
was a member, attended the dedication of
Guard Post Turner in the Division’s
sector of the DMZ to him. PFC Turner was
killed in a fire fight when his patrol
flushed North Korean infiltrators in the
DMZ last Oct 23rd. MG L.G. Cagwin, Division
CG, made the dedication.

A Stars & Stripes news clipping from 25Apr68, detailing
the death of PVT Robert R. Bisbee, who was killed on
21Apr68 in an ambush in the DMZ, while serving with
the 31st Inf, 7ID.

PVT Robert R. Bisbee, 26, of Marblehead,
MA has been identified as the soldier
killed Sunday, 21Apr68, by North Korean
intruders in the UN sector of the DMZ.
Bisbee was a member of the 31st Inf, 7ID.
His patrol came under fire from the north
side of the Military Demarcation Line
and he received a fatal wound in his
neck.
Bisbee was the 5th US soldier killed along
the DMZ in 1968.

The squad members attending the
dedication were SSG Rex Kaufman, SGT
Charles Day, Sp4 Partick O’Farrell, Sp4
Edward Pennueel and PFC Joseph Huter.
GP Turner was the western-most GP inside
the Division’s sector of the DMZ.
A photo of the barracks destroyed by N. Korean sappers
at Cp Wally that housed troops of Co A, 1st Bn, 23rd Inf
on 27May67.
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The bodies of two North Korean agents
are unloaded from an APC after they were
killed while trying to exfiltrate north through
positions manned by 2nd Division troops along the
Imjin River on 15Aug67. They were spotted by Sp4
Robert Walterscheid, Sp4 Wayne Ward, Sp4 Luis
Soto-Martin, and KATUSA PFC Lee J.K..
In July 1984, troops of the 1st Bn, 17th
Inf kept watch at GP Oullette inside the
DMZ. Surrounded on 3 sides by North Korea,
they constantly monitored enemy activity
from their vantage point at the western
edge of the American sector of the DMZ.



Indianhead, 15Jul84
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pilots escaped before the Nazis could take control of the
camp.

The Story of “Bad Angel”
From Blogengeezer.wordpress.com,
photos SouthernArizonaGuide.com

One might think that such harrowing experiences would have
taken the fight out of Louis, yet he volunteered for another
combat tour. This time, Uncle Sam sent him to the Philippines
where he flew P-51 Mustangs. Soon after arriving in the
Pacific Theater, Louis downed a Mitsubishi reconnaissance
plane near Formosa. Now he was one of only three Americans
to have kills against all three Axis Powers: Germany, Italy,
and Japan.

We were in Hanger #4 at the
Pima Air and Space
Museum in Tucson, AZ to
view the beautifully
restored B-29, when I
happened to take notice of
a P-51 Mustang near the big
bomber. Its name? “Bad
Pilot LT Louis Curdes in his Angel.” I was admiring its
P-51 Mustang “Bad Angel.” aerodynamic lines and
recalled enough history to
know that until the Mustangs came into service, the skies
over the Pacific Ocean were dominated by Japanese Zeros.
Then something very strange caught my eye.

Up until this point, young LT Curdes’ combat career had been
stellar. His story was about to take a twist so bizarre that it
seems like the fictional creation of a Hollywood screenwriter.
While attacking the Japanese-held island of Bataan, one of
Curdes’ wingmen was shot down. The pilot ditched in the
ocean. Circling overhead, Curdes could see that his wingman
had survived, so he stayed in the area to guide a rescue plane
and protect the downed pilot.
It wasn’t long before he
noticed another, larger
airplane, wheels down,
preparing to land at the
Japanese-held airfield on
Bataan. He moved in to
investigate. Much to his
surprise the approaching
plane was a Douglas C47 transport with
American markings. He
Kill marks on “Bad Angel.” tried to make radio
contact, but without
success. He maneuvered his Mustang in front of the big
transport several times trying to wave it off. The C-47 kept
heading to the runway. Apparently the C-47’s crew didn’t
realize they were about to land on a Japanese-held island,
and would soon be captives.

Proudly displayed on the fuselage of “Bad Angel” were the
markings of the pilot’s kills: 7 Nazis; 1 Italian; 1 Japanese
and one American. Huh? “Bad Angel” had shot down an
American airplane?! Was it a terrible mistake? Couldn’t be.
If it had been an unfortunate misjudgment, certainly the pilot
would not have displayed the American flag. I knew there
had to be a good story here. Fortunately for us, one of the
Museum’s many fine docents was on hand to tell it.
In 1942, the United States needed pilots for its war planes LOTS of pilots. LT Louis Curdes was one. When he was 22
years old, he graduated flight training school and was shipped
off to the Mediterranean to fight Nazis in the air over Southern
Europe. He arrived at his 82nd Fighter Group, 95th Fighter
Squadron in April 1943 and was assigned a P-38 Lightning.
Ten days later he shot down three German Messerschmitt
Bf-109 fighters. A few weeks later, he downed two more
German Bf -109’s. In less than a month of combat, Louis
was an Ace. During the next three months, Louis shot down
an Italian Mc.202 fighter and two more Messerschmitts
before his luck ran out.

LT Curdes read the daily newspaper accounts of the war,
including the viciousness of the Japanese soldiers toward
their captives. He knew that whoever was in that American
C-47 would be, upon landing, either dead or wish they were.
But what could he do? Audaciously, he lined up his P-51
directly behind the transport, carefully sighted one of his .50

A German fighter shot down his plane on 27Aug43 over
Salerno, Italy. Captured by the Italians, he was sent to a POW
camp near Rome. No doubt this is where he thought he would
spend the remaining years of the war. It wasn’t to be. A few
days later, the Italians surrendered. Louis and a few other
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Life in the Year 1910

"Bad Angel" continued from previous page.

Submitted by LeRoy Quernemoen
• The average life expectancy for men was
only 47 years.
• Only 14% of the homes had a bathtub.
• Only 8% of the homes had a telephone.
• More than 95% of all births took place
at HOME.
• There was no Mother’s or Father’s Day.
• Crossword puzzles, canned beer, and iced
tea hadn’t been invented yet.
• There were only 8,000 cars and only 144
miles of paved roads.
• The maximum speed limit in most cities
was 10 mph.
• The average US wage was 22c an hour.
• The population of Las Vegas, NV was
only 30 people!
• There were just 230 murders reported in
the entire USA.

P-51 Mustang “Bad Angel” in Hanger #4 at
Pima Air and Space Museum.
caliber machine guns and knocked out one of its two engines.
Still the C-47 continued on toward the Bataan airfield. Curdes
shifted his aim slightly and knocked out the remaining engine,
leaving the baffled pilot no choice but to ditch in the ocean.
The big plane came down in one piece, about 50 yards from
his bobbing wingman. At this point, nightfall and low fuel
forced Curdes to return to base. The next morning, Curdes
flew cover for a rescuing PBY that picked up the downed
Mustang pilot and the C-47’s 12 passengers and crew,
including two female nurses. All survived, and later, Lt.
Curdes would end up marrying one of these nurses.

Old Glory had
only 45 stars.

• Sugar cost 4 cents a pound.
• Eggs were 14 cents a dozen.
• Coffee was 15 cents a pound.
• 2 out of every 10 adults couldn’t read
or write and only 6% of all Americans
had graduated from high school.
• Marijuana, heroin, and morphine were
all available over the counter at the
local drugstore. One pharmacist's sign
declared “Heroin is the perfect guardian
of our health. It regulates the stomach
and the bowels, clears the complexion
and gives buoyancy to the mind.”

For shooting down an unarmed American transport plane,
LT Louis Curdes was awarded the Distinguished Flying
Cross. Thereafter, on the fuselage of his P-51 “Bad Angel,”
he proudly displayed the symbols of his kills: 7 German, 1
Italian, 1 Japanese and 1 American flag.
"Robots" continued from page 27.
that we have to look at,” GEN Murray said. “There are a lot
of things we have to work through.”
The Army continues to introduce complexity to its breach
exercises, adding more layers to this year’s evaluation, to
include flying a Black Hawk that spits out two unmanned
aircraft systems — called Air-Launched Effects — thousands
of feet above enemy terrain to perform surveillance and
reconnaissance.

What a difference a century makes!
Just imagine what life will be like here
on Earth in another 100 years?
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"How I Won the War" continued from page 15
North Koreans or Chinese (I think they were North Koreans)
wearing rusty brown-colored uniforms. There were about
12 or 15 of them in a bunch, right at the edge of our barbed
wire, trip wires and mines. As soon as we saw them, everyone
started firing, probably 30 or 40 of us. I emptied a 30-round
clip. The machine gun was still firing a steady fire until it
froze up.
After the firing stopped, more flares were fired, but there
was no movement among the North Koreans - those guys
didn’t stand a chance. I think they probably got lost on patrol
and stumbled into our defenses. This is one of the pictures I
still have in my head. I didn’t feel good about killing all
those guys, but I guess that was our job. After a while, they
sent up more flares and all was quiet. We loaded back on
the trucks and returned to our camp site.
Shortly after this engagement, late May or early June, we
were moved to the main line of resistance to, I think, Hill
287. It looked like a pretty good place to defend, with a big
valley between us and the Chinese lines.
I don’t remember having many men in my sector. I was Platoon
SGT but only had maybe 15 men, including 2 KATUSAs
(Koreans Attached To US Army). It could be they had half
the company on line and half in reserve, like they did on
Pork Chop. The trench wasn’t continuous and there was a
gap where my part started at the start of the trench. I had a
BAR position and bunker dug into the ground - creating a
room about 8’ by 8’. It had a bunk in it made of commo wire.
That way we could keep one man on the weapon at all times
and one could sleep in the bunker.
Milford “Chunky” Sims
SGT, 3 Pltn, Co E, 31st Inf Rgt, 7th Inf Div
274 N. Hartford St.
Chandler, AZ 85225
Tel: 480-899-1430

Editor's Perspective
Well, the last issue turned out to be the “issue from hell” for the
Publisher and myself. The Publisher did half his work on the
Summer 2019 issue from his hospital bed, then snafus at the
printers caused a considerable delay in the printing and
mailing of the issue.
The corrections to the graphics on p1 and pp21-29 were made
as reported (p16 Sum’19) in the 10 draft documents that were
reviewed and approved, but somehow they reverted back to
the previous versions when it arrived at the printer's. Please
accept my sincere apologies. If everything works out as planned,
they will be correct in this issue!
Our QM, Dan McPharlin, continues to find and forward to
me all sorts of news and photos from the DMZ. Thanks, Dan!
The Seekers piece (p4) from Ms.Yanagihara is part of her
research into whether the photo shows the results of an exploding
piece of ordnance or if this was an example of the local population
committing suicide. Personally, it does not appear to me to be a
group suicide, just as the caption on the back of the photo
explains.
A search of the membership rolls shows that there are still 15
Members who served with the 32nd Inf in Jun’45. It’s a long
shot, but if any of you remember anything about this please
contact Ms. Yanagihara or myself as soon as possible.
Please keep sending me your photos, memories and experiences
of your service with the 7ID. It is your content that makes The
Hourglass the 1st Class publication it has become!

rd

Have a safe and Happy Holiday Season
and a Happy New Year!
Until next issue then…

Editor’s note: Part 6 will appear in the next issue of
The Hourglass and conclude Mr. Sim's account of his
service during the Korean War.
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7th IDA Governing Council
Officers
Name
Billy Kelly
Richard A. Patterson
Joseph Wietlisbach
Douglas J. Halbert
Daniel J. McPharlin
Jerry Piller

Office
President
Vice President
Executive Secretary
Treasurer
Quartermaster
Hourglass Editor

Term
201720172017200520132009-

Governors
George Boggs, Sr.
Richard Hazelmyer
Ken Mattingly

2007 - 2019
2005 2009 -

Henry E. Mills
Vilas “Sid” Morris

Membership Status

Recruiting Honor Roll

Winter - 2019

Monday, September 30, 2019
2019
156
2031

2

2033

1

2020

2

2021

141

2023

13

2025

6

Courtesy

2

2027

4

Honorary

2

2029

1

Special

Associate

2013 - 2019
2007 - 2019

Submitted by:

47

Count of Recruitors

Web Site

1

Doug Halbert

1

Total New Members 2

Complimentary 1

7th IDA Booster Club
Winter 2019
Laurie A. Hart Henley L. Smith

20

Total Members in Good Standing: 242

Total Boosters: 2
Total Received: $20.00
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The 7th ID and the Imjin Patch
I am seeking information for an article I am writing about the
Imjin Scout badge. In researching the badge, I noted that
members of the 7th Inf Div passed through the Advanced
Combat Training Academy (ACTC) just south of the DMZ.
Obviously, or maybe not, they would have been awarded the
Imjin Scout badge. However I have never seen it being worn
by a member of the 7ID.*

Final Taps
We remember those who have left
our ranks

Organization

I am hoping that some member of the Association can help
me with this question. I would also love to locate a member
of the 7ID wearing the Imjin Scout badge as well as the
Bayonet Badge.
Ken Joyce
409-30 McEwen Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 5K8
(613) 596-4769
*Editor's Note: I am happy to be able to grant your
wish right now, Kent!
7ID soldier Ray Stone was
awarded the Imjin Patch while
serving in Korea. He wore it
proudly then as he does here
in our photo. Is that enough
evidence that 7ID Members
can wear both the Order of
the Bayonet and the Imjin
Scout Badge?

Total

Apr 2019

1

"My Time In The 7th ID" from page 14
out of nowhere. They carried baskets on their head and would
try to sell us things, such as, candy, cigarettes and other snacks.
One of the times we pulled off at a siding there was a road
next to the train. A guy with a 200lb hog tied onto the back of
his bicycle rode past. The bicycle had a little platform on
the back of it where the pig was tied on.
I was a country boy and wondered how he got a 200lb hog
on the back of his bike. When I got to Casey I asked how this
could be. I was told they had little refrigeration and the pigs
would lose weight if they walked them to town. So, they
would give them mokali (rice wine) and get them drunk.
Then, they could tie them on to the back of the bike platform
and ride them to town.
I arrived at Cp Casey and was assigned to Co A, 1st Bn, 31st
Inf. My tour in Korea had begun.
J. Steve Nodge
3739 Fee Fee Road,
Bridgeton MO 63044
314-630-1023
<kristengrtlnd@gmall.com>

I believe so!
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Date of Death

48th Field Artillery Battalion
Humes, Leroy K.
Hq

A Stars and Stripes article I have, dated 12Aug67, states
that 25 out of 114 graduates were from the 7ID. Then I have
another dated, in 1969, still commenting that the
7ID continued to send members through ACTA.
There is a lot of confusion regarding the award and wearing
of the Imjin Scout badge that I am trying to clarify. Some
have stated that the 7ID’s “Order of the Bayonet” (Bayonet
Badge) was their version of the Imjin Scout badge. However
from the information I have, that award pre-dates the
7ID’s involvement along the DMZ and is not directly related
to that service.

Co/Bat.
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6th Annual Korea Defense Reunion continued

In his presentation Billy Kelly used Roger Cook's presentation centered Jesse Broglin tells how the steel
a detailed map of the Korean DMZ on DMZ Camp Matta, here showing helmet, M-14 rifle, flak jacket and
to show the 7ID's sector in 1970-71. the fortifications of the main gate.
web belt and were all required to
be worn while on the DMZ.

Here are the Korea Defense vets without their significant others.

7ID's Dewey Fliner and Ray Stone
in the motel's conference room stop
to pose for a picture.

L to R - Russ Ruth, Robert Smith, Billy Kelly, Dan McPharlin, Dewey
Fliner and Chris Murphy.

Dan McPharlin with wife Micky.
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Your Dues Status

The Hourglass Staff

The next dues cycle commences on 07/01/2019 and
the amount will be $50.00 for two years. The “Dues
Status” printed on your mailing label indicates the
period covered by your last payment.

Publisher: ............................... Frank S. Wadge
Editor: .................................... Jerry Piller

• 2019 Payment for 2019-21 is DUE NOW!
• 2021 & above... Paid in advance. Thank you!
• Associate ............ You are exempt from dues.
• Honorary …...…. You are exempt from dues.
• Special....... You are exempt from dues for as
long as you are serving with the 7th Division.
Send your payment to:
7th IDA
308 Cortland Way
Roswell, GA 30076-1381

Your continuing
support of the
Association is
appreciated.

Copy Deadlines:
Winter Issue - September 15th
Summer Issue - April 15th
Contributions are invited from any 7th Infantry Division
Association Member or supporter. eMail submission is
preferred, and should be sent to:
<hourglass@7ida.us>
Hard copy submissions should be mailed to:
Hourglass Editor, 356 Kaiola Place, Kihei, HI 96753

Please include a self-addressed
stamped envelope if you wish your
material to be returned to you.

